What is Dowsing?
“Dowsing can be described as divining for something that is desired. Most people
consider dowsing to be a search for water, and this is how the whole field began
thousands of years ago.” (From Dowsing for Beginners be Richard Webster)
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What are the causes of Geopathic Stress?
Natural radiations, which rise up through the earth, are distorted by weak electromagnetic fields created by subterranean running water, certain mineral concentrations,
fault lines and underground cavities. It has been scientifically proven that the wavelength
of the natural radiation disturbed in this way becomes harmful to living organisms.
What are Hartmann lines?
“The entire earth is threaded with an invisible grid of Hartmann lines. They
appear every 6-8 feet. They are named after the German medical doctor named Ernst
Hartmann. If your bedroom or work area lies over these lines, there is a good chance you
have serious health problems. Heart attack victims often sleep on a Hartmann line. So do
insomniacs.”(From Sam Biers’ HEALTH DISCOVERIES NEWSLETTER, Issue #25)
Who is most endangered by these stress lines?
People who are “sensitive”, those who are already ill or weak and lacking in
energy. For example, anyone who has had an auto accident or surgery. It can help
anyone, really. Like those who are involved in high performance sports. And of course,
those who work on computers and telephones in dense electro-magnetic environments.
Children, babies and pets have not been excluded from these studies. Babies are at risk
for healthy growth, concentration and ability to learn.
The Bottom Line!
Get your property tested by a qualified and knowledgeable dowser first. Once it
has been determined that you have dangerous levels of these stress lines intersecting in
your home or office, they can be removed. A specially trained Dowser will install copper
L –rods around your property to create safe zones. Then family and business matters
flow more harmoniously. Health and psychological challenges can be relieved more
easily. As this treatment becomes more effective, there is no end to the possibilities.
Think about what you want in your life! You can make it happen!
For more information on dowsing generally, you may get in touch with the local
chapter of the International Dowsing society through Sue Russo at 303-423-1722.
For more information on Earth Acupuncture, contact Karen at
www.KarenRiceKing.com or the Geobiology Research Association.
[Karen has worked extensively with Slim Spurling and Bill Reid, the Geobiolists
from Colorado known worldwide for their pioneering efforts in this field.
Reference: Slim Spurling’s Universe by Cal Garrison, IX-EL Publishing LLC.]

